GENERAL SURVEY	361
30 degrees \anes from and to semi and Thts is the result
of the trade wind circulation coming from the east these
air currents lose their moisture on the Atlantic side of the
continent and the western coast which is here the lee side
tends to be dry This is intensified by the action of the cold
Humboldt Current which runs north along this coast On
shore winds are cooled as they pass over this cold ocean
surface and when they reach land and become warmed they
tend to absorb surface moisture These two factors explain
the north south extension of the and region which readies
its climax in the desert of Atacama
In the broad plateau area of Bolivia and southern Peru
the climatic regions form a pattern of parallel strips running
north and south These may be broadly sketched as (i) The
eastern slopes warm to hot with rainfall up to 40 inches per
annum but somewhat unreliable Where the rainfall has been
supplemented by irrigation agriculture is earned on (11) The
cordillera region a bare sub-arche area which is
populated where the great mineral wealth is st
accessible to make the hardships worth while. (Si) The
plateau proper characterized by clear cold weather with
little rainfall Here agriculture depends upon imgajfcrai,
but only hardy temperate plants such as the potato and haifcy
can be grown There is never sufficient heat to npea crops
such as maize or wheat The chief occupations are therefore
pastoral, and the natives rear sheep and the typical animals
of the region the Darna and the alpaca, (iv) The Pfcofie
slope, warm and dry with possibilities for valley agncukore
tinder irrigation
After as  mfceraiediate   region  ui  the   fa&tade  of   the
Atacama Desert, the direction erf the wind control is reversed
and farther scmfa the nx*aata*tKms west coast is opposed to
the Westerlies     This produces along the coast of north

